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Grade Level Lesson Study 
 

 

Data teams have different roles in different districts. In some districts, data teams are 

child study teams. The team decides what instruction individual students or groups of 

students need. In other districts, data teams review NYSED data from the Nassau BOCES 

Instructional Data Warehouse and perhaps STAR or NWEA data for the purpose of deter-

mining the achievement status of students, teachers, buildings, and the districts.  

 

A data team may review multiple  sources of data to determine changes in curriculum and 

instruction. The team may identify areas that are challenging for students, topics that are 

difficult to teach, or missing topics in the curriculum. Vertical teams are able to identify 

common weaknesses between grades. Changes in instruction may be determined by grade 

level or course content lesson study teams. 

 

Grade level lesson team 

Grade level lesson study is one technique to improve instruction based on collaborative 

lesson and assessment design. This process might mean that teachers together edit the 

NYSED Common Core materials to better fit into the time frame in the district or to better 

match the needs of the students in the district. This may include the creation of Smart-

Board lessons or other types of technology infusion. The data from the previous year may 

inform which lessons to focus attention upon.  Grade level lesson teams may write lessons 

based on the district’s scope and sequence using multiple resources.  

  

Members of a grade level team bring unique experiences, ideas, and opinions to the team. 

These differences provide different views of situations and problems. Differences can 

spark creativity or they can lead to unproductive disagreements. “Collaboration does not 

happen automatically” (Stepanek, J. et al, p. 54). Grade level teams will need to develop 

group norms. Group norms will help the team become a learning community. Some group 

norms may be (p. 44—45): 

 Members will express their views openly and honestly. 

 Members will encourage one another and respectfully disagree. 

 Members will focus on the problem, not personalities. 

 Members can take risks without fear of consequences.  

 Members fulfill their responsibilities and share the work equitably. 

 

For the team to be successful there needs to be an agreed upon structure. Some teams may    

have a facilitator while in other teams one of the team members leads the team. There 

needs to be an action plan that will guide the teams work for the year. Team members 

need to decide what the responsibility is for each team member. There needs to a common 

lesson plan template with a common understanding of the depth of detail required. Nor-

mally, the detail would make it possible for anyone who reads the lesson plan to be able 

to teach the lesson. The facilitator would prepare an agenda for each meeting. The district/

building schedule would  provide the time for the team to meet. 

 

Preparing to write the lesson 

The team needs to consider content, goals, and student targets, as well as scaffolding of 

instruction to meet the NYSED standards. Before creating the lesson, teachers need to 
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 identify how the lesson fits into the broader curriculum picture. Working from the district scope and sequence and 

information from the data team, the lesson team may choose to work on lessons that will have the most impact on 

student success. “By using data to select the topic, the teachers ensure that their work will focus on the areas of great-

est need (p. 61). The adoption of the Common Core “requires teachers to examine how concepts are taught and in 

what sequence” (p. 62).There may be new topics and topics that need to be developed further.  

 

The team needs to consider how changing the chosen lessons will impact lessons prior and following. Though the 

focus is on lesson study, the team first needs to map the unit. Through mapping, the team gains a stronger under-

standing of how the lesson fits into the unit. The team needs to determine the lesson objective (learning target) that 

will scaffold student learning to meet the NYSED standard. The lesson study team needs to begin with the target in 

mind rather than beginning with activities.  

 

The team will consider whether the content of the lesson needs to change, whether the procedure for teaching the 

lesson needs to change, or whether both content and procedure need to change. For example, after seeing the June 

Common Core ELA Regent, a high school ELA committee may decide how teachers were approaching “writer’s 

craft” does not align with how the NYSED assessment approached writing structure. 

 

Writing the lesson 
 

The lesson plan does not need to be created from scratch. “It is more efficient to begin with an existing lesson” (p. 

68).  Teachers will need to re-write the existing lesson to focus on the target outcome for that lesson and to organize 

the lesson according to the district template. They may explore how the lesson outcome is approached in various text-

books or online resources, what activities are suggested in a variety of resources, how the activities should be 

adapted, and what scaffolding needs to be provided to meet the needs of students. Considerations include prior stu-

dent knowledge, student confusion expressed in prior years while teaching this concept, and how students will react 

to the chosen activities.  

 

While creating the lesson, the team would develop suggested questions for teachers to ask. The questions need to be 

crafted so that teachers are not only asking basic questions but also higher order questions according to Bloom’s tax-

onomy.  Expected student responses to the suggested questions would be included in the discussion. Differentiating 

learning tasks making them simpler or more complex to meet the needs of different students would be addressed.  

The lesson plan should include end of lesson evaluation such as an exit ticket for students to demonstrate their learn-

ing of the target outcome for the lesson.  

 

This process of collaboration to study lessons also includes teaching the lesson, debriefing the teaching experience, 

and reflecting on the experience. The complete cycle would include revising the lesson for re-teaching the next year. 

One team may only complete two or three lessons in a year (p. 154).  Yet, what is learned through this process can be 

applied to many lessons.  

 

Classroom life is filled with habits and routines that are often invisible. Lesson study is a form of professional devel-

opment that asks teachers to think deeply about the craft of teaching. It helps teachers to focus deeply on teaching. 

This deep focus leads to the development of new approaches to teaching. Lesson study is a process “that teachers 

engage in to learn more effective practices that result in improved learning outcomes for students” (p.2). 

 
Stepanek, J., Appel, G., Leong, M., Mangan, M. T., & Mitchell, M. (2007). Leading lesson study: A practical guide for teachers 

and facilitators. Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press. 

 

 

 


